CAR
ACCOUNTING
AllTranstek is the industry
leader for fleet management
services and tank car technical expertise. AllTranstek
manages over 275,000 railcars
of all types for some of North
America’s largest companies.
AllTranstek technical services
group provides technical and
operational support to the
rail equipment supply chain,
including field inspections,
engineering, regulatory compliance, NDT Level III, NDT
training, and welding support.
AllTranstek strategic services
group offers a 360o view of the
rail supply chain by providing
clients with market research,
analytics, forecasting, and
strategic consulting services.

We audit and take action.
AllTranstek’s Car Accounting team pays
great attention to car movement details
to assure that records are correct,
payments are processed and savings
are maximized.

INVOICE PROCESSING
AND APPROVAL
CLAIMS GENERATION
MILEAGE EXPOSURE
REDUCTION
DATA FLOW
COORDINATION

CAR ACCOUNTING
Analyze car movements. Reduce company exposure to empty miles. Reduce
penalties. AllTranstek’s Car Accounting team streamlines complicated audit and
payment processes—freeing up clients to focus on their core business.

WHAT WE DO
Equalization Audit.
Our state of the art car accounting program identifies mileage discrepancies,
analyzing empty mileage details compared to loaded miles. When adjustments
are required, the Car Accounting team files claims with the railroad to reduce
penalties and increase savings.

Rental Audit.

We process railcar lease invoices from start to finish. From approving an invoice to
auditing rental data post-move, AllTranstek’s familiarity with the process offers customers
peace of mind when it comes to their money.

Mileage Audit.

By collecting and analyzing mileage credits, our team prevents clients from leaving money
on the table. We generate claims for mileage and rate discrepancy or missed payments.

Back Office Services.

Eliminate the day-to-day stress of tedious
office data logging and payment processing
by leveraging our back office services.
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